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Abstract
The Arctic environment is a dynamic part of Earth’s natural system and is currently
undergoing rapid increasing air temperature and decreasing sea ice extent, leading to more open
ocean waters. As open water areas become more prevalent, phytoplankton communities near the
surface of the ocean can proliferate earlier in the year and are apt to reach higher concentrations
by the end of the summer season. Phytoplankton biomass around the world has been known to
produce a microscopic biofilm at the surface of the ocean composed of biogenic and biological
particles which then become airborne and work as both cloud condensation nuclei and ice
nucleating particles. These nuclei can subsequently impact the physical and radiative properties
of clouds, thereby affecting the surface energy budget. Various studies have investigated the
possible link between phytoplankton biomass and cloud condensation nuclei, but the distinct link
between ice nucleating particles and the ocean has only rarely been explored, even more so in the
high latitude Arctic environment.
A comprehensive multi-method study was executed to investigate marine aerosols
originating from surface of the ocean and their role as ice nucleating particles in Arctic clouds
over the Chukchi Sea. The overarching objective was to participate in a field study, in parallel
with supporting lab and remote sensing techniques. The field study named Ice Nucleating over
the ARCtic (INARCO II) provided excellent research experience for a graduate student to make
local in situ measurements of both Arctic air and seawater. This study also explores for the first
time how microscopic haloarchaeal species Haloferax sulfurifontis, Natronomonas pharaonsis,
Haloquadratum walsbyi, and Halococcus morrhuae perform as ice nucleating particles. All four
species have demonstrated some form of ice nucleating ability by nucleating ice at temperatures
above homogeneous freezing T≤ ~ − 38℃. The third study, remote sensing analysis,
quantifiably characterized the Chukchi Sea phytoplankton biomass using satellite derived
chlorophyll-a measurements as a tracer for phytoplankton biomass and its correlation to key
cloud physical properties including ice cloud effective radius (re), ice water path (IWP), cloudvi

top height (CTH), cloud-top temperature (CTT), cloud top pressure (CTP), phase, and cloud
fraction at varying 1-km or 5-km spatial resolution. Correlation results and scatter plot linear
fitting indicate a positive correlation between Chl-a concentrations with ice cloud effective
radius (P-value = 0.0013 and R-value = 0.45) and cloud pressure (P = 0.0009, R = 0.46).
Negative correlations were found between Chl-a with cirrus cloud reflectance (P = 0.0013, R = 0.45) and ice cloud optical thickness (P = 0.0267, R = -0.32). Spatial analysis results have
shown that Chl-a concentrations do not increase evenly in exceptionally high months, but instead
increase along the terrestrial coastlines with a weakening gradient leading to near zero
concentrations in open ocean. Mean summer Chl-a concentrations for the entire Chukchi Sea
showed a variable year to year summer season with a small increasing trend. Additionally, mean
summer Chl-a concentrations were maintained between 1.4 mg/m3 and 2.1 mg/m3 in the past 15
years. Together this multi-method investigation produced results exemplifying the importance of
considering Arctic plankton biomass and other biogenic INPs in future climatic models since
changes in the sea surface concentrations appear to significantly influence certain Arctic cloud
properties.
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1 Introduction and Motivation
The Arctic is spatially defined as the area north of the imaginary latitude line called the
Arctic Circle (66° 33′N) as illustrated by Fig. 1.1 (Nyman, 2018). This remote part of the world
hosts the Arctic Ocean, a year-round partially sea ice covered ocean alongside human populated
land areas in Canada, Russia, Iceland, Norway, Greenland, and Alaska (Walsh, 2008). The
Arctic Ocean is the smallest and shallowest of Earth’s major oceans, making up around 3% of
the Earth’s surface and with an average depth of approximately 1,040 meters (Rudels et al.,
1994; Serreze et al., 2000). The ocean’s sea surface salinity (SSS) is distinct since it is sustained
below 34 parts per thousand (ppt) compared to the world-wide ocean average at around 36 ppt
(Boyer et al., 2005; Durack et al., 2012). The low SSS is thought to result from a combination of
seasonal ice melt, high river run-off, and low rates of evaporation (Ardyna et al., 2017; Carton et
al., 2015; Lammers et al., 2001). This high-latitude environment is home to unique human and
wildlife populations that have evolved fascinating physiological adaptations like white fur on
foxes or shorter thicker human bodies that radiate less heat compared to tropical human bodies
(Gibson et al., 2015; Irvin, 2012; Laidre et al., 2015). Arctic wildlife includes arctic foxes,
benthic epifauna and infauna, polar bears, seals, walruses, whales, and a large variety of avian
and fish species (Chapin et al., 2015). Some of these species are endemic to the Arctic, and are
now faced with anthropogenic induced climate variation resulting in unprecedented changes to
their landscape, like the reduction of sea ice extent and thickness (Boeke and Taylor, 2018;
Wang et al., 2018).
Arctic sea ice is by far one of the most important variables of the Arctic environment
since it provides the structure on which diverse ecosystems are constructed on and is a major
influence in controlling the overall Arctic surface radiation budget (Ramanathan et al., 1989;
1

Figure 1.1: Map by Nyman, 2018, depicting the Arctic environment situated north of the Arctic
Circle at (66°33’N).
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Wadhams, 2000). A surface radiation budget aims to understand and quantify how much
sunlight reaches a general area, how it interacts with atmospheric and surface components found
in that region and ultimately how much is absorbed as heat and how much is reflected back into
space. Arctic sea ice works like a giant mirror reflecting a large portion of the sun’s rays back
into space, helping maintain the near surface summer average air temperature between 3 and
12℃ (Boeke and Taylor, 2018; Doney et al., 2012). During the Arctic summer season, solar
radiation increases over the entire region and results in the reduction of sea ice cover, uncovering
the darker open ocean below. Unlike frozen sea ice, exposed open ocean absorbs most of the
sunlight and allows the surface water to heat up and subsequently contribute to future sea ice
melt (Screen and Simmonds, 2010; Serreze and Barry, 2011). This reflective property (albedo)
can be accurately quantified. The average albedo of bare sea ice is 0.5 – 0.7, while open ocean is
at 0.06, meaning that bare sea ice usually reflects about 50% to 70% of sunlight and open ocean
reflects only about 6% (Curry et al., 1996; Grenfell and Perovich, 1984). Hence, this natural
process between the sea ice, the ocean, and the atmosphere can be characterized as a positive
feedback loop for warming. In regard to environmental science, this feedback loop is recognized
as Arctic amplification (Graversen and Wang, 2009; Pithan and Mauritsen, 2014).
Fig. 1.2 illustrates a simplified Arctic amplification loop created to illustrate the
relationships between air temperature, sea ice cover, and open ocean. The positive or negative
signs between the variables indicate either a negative or positive influence. Intertwined, a
change in one variable directly affects the others. It is thought that Arctic amplification is the
main cause for this region warming up twice as fast as the global average (Sun et al., 2016).
Since the mid-20th century, average global temperatures have increased by 0.6 ℃ while the
Arctic region has experienced an increase of 2 ℃ (Grebmeier, 2012; Johannessen et al., 2016).
3

Figure 1.2: Simplified Arctic Amplification feed-back loop, the simplified diagram shows how
natural variables found in the Arctic interact. Intertwined, a change in one directly affects the
others.
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The Arctic Report Card (www.arctic.noaa.gov/Report-Card/) produced annually by the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) considers a range of environmental
measurements throughout the Arctic and has observed near surface air temperature continuing to
increase at double the rate of the global temperature increase (Jeffries et al., 2015). Recently,
anthropogenic influence in the form of increased greenhouse gases is starting to play a
particularly important role in dictating air temperature and leading to historically low levels of
ice cover (Najafi et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2017).
Yet, to truly understand and better represent the Arctic environment, this simplified
model should also include key features such as clouds, marine plankton biomass, and aerosols.
The reason for clouds is due to their strong influence in also controlling the Arctic’s surface
radiation budget. Clouds participate in two competing processes: warming the surface through
the emission of longwave (LW) radiation and cooling the surface by shading the incident
shortwave (SW) radiation (Shupe, 2016; Turner et al., 2018). Marine plankton biomass
composed of phytoplankton, zooplankton, bacteria, viruses, and other trace microorganisms can
be found in high concentrations near the surface of the ocean in the form of large ephemeral
phytoplankton blooms or perennial hot spots along nutrient rich coast lines (Agawin et al., 2000;
Tremblay et al., 2006). Plankton biomass requires sunlight in addition to nutrients to proliferate
and thus was thought not able to develop until the sea ice started to retreat. However, light
transmission through ice was enhanced by a recent increase in the fraction of first-year ice,
which is much thinner (0.5 to 1.8 m) than the historically dominant multiyear ice pack (2 to 4 m),
and especially by a high surface melt pond fraction (25 to 50%) (Arrigo et al., 2012; Post et al.,
2013). Optical measurements showed that the ice beneath these melt ponds transmits fourfold
more incident light (47 to 59%) than adjacent snow-free ice (13 to 18%) (Arrigo et al., 2012,
5

2014). Although the under-ice light field is less intense than open ocean waters, it was sufficient
to support the blooms of under-ice phytoplankton, which grew twice as fast at low light as their
open ocean counterparts (Kauko et al., 2019). Furthermore, it has been found that Arctic sea ice
can be nutrient-rich if it has collected long-range transported dust sediment from surrounding
terrestrial sources or captures phytoplankton in the ice as it froze (Cimoli et al., 2017; Meiners
and Michel, 2017). Important minerals like iron can then fertilize the marine environment in the
melting season and frozen algae can help sustain organisms like krill larva through the winter
(Bluhm et al., 2017).
The importance in considering plankton biomass is due to their role in providing sources
of marine bioaerosols (Simó, 2001; Wilson et al., 2015), specifically, marine exudate bioaerosols
originating from microscopic particles at the surface of the ocean. Marine exudates and other
organic and inorganic particles originate from biological ocean habitats below the surface, which
then concentrate on the surface and finally ascend into the atmosphere through oceanic and
atmospheric processes (Gershey, 1983). The world’s oceans, not just the Arctic, are a major
source of bioaerosols in addition to a myriad of microscopic particles in the form of sea spray
(Brooks and Thornton, 2018; O'Dowd and De Leeuw, 2007). Organically enriched sea spray is
mostly composed of sea salt (Na+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+, and Cl-) and also includes bacteria, viruses,
polysaccharides, proteins, lipids, and alkanes (Cochran et al., 2017; Reddy et al., 2018). Once
airborne, these particles are then considered atmospheric aerosols and start interacting with
radiation and atmospheric gases. In general, aerosols play a role in the surface radiation budget
by scattering, reflecting, or absorption of the sunlight (Haywood, 2016; Nakata, 2018; Tomasi et
al., 2017). The magnitude of the effect sea spray aerosols have on the surface radiation budget
depends on the size, shape, and chemical composition of the individual particles (Nakata, 2018;
6

Suzuki et al., 2017). More importantly to this investigation are those aerosols with the ability to
interact with clouds, given the required physical characteristics (DeMott et al., 2016; Quinn et
al., 2017). These types of aerosols are classified as either cloud condensation nuclei (CCN)
and/or ice nucleating particles (INPs). Further detail on CCN and INPs is presented later, but it
is important to know now that both CCN and INPs can interact with clouds and alter their
physical properties like albedo and cloud phase (Graf, 2004). Additionally, CCN and INPs can
enable the formation of new clouds or can alter existing liquid, mixed-phased, or ice clouds (Fan
et al., 2017; McCoy et al., 2015; Storelvmo, 2017). In essence, CCN facilitate the formation of
water droplets by providing a surface for water vapor to condense over, while INPs facilitate the
formation of cloud ice crystals by substituting the need to form a naturally formed ice embryo at
low temperatures T ≤ ~ − 38℃ (i.e., pure water freezes at -38C) (Kanji et al., 2017; Kulmala,
2003). Finally, it has been identified that only a small amount of efficient INPs is needed to
glaciate an entire cloud from mixed-phase to ice, resulting in changes in lifetime, precipitation,
and albedo.
Fig. 1.3 illustrates a modified Arctic amplification feedback loop with the addition of
plankton biomass, aerosols, and clouds. Although it is an improved depiction, this model is still
lacking full representation of all variables involved in the actual Arctic environment. The real
Arctic feedback loop involves dozens of more variables like animals and humans, but by
understanding the dynamics between key variables like clouds and sea ice that remain uncertain,
will provide modelers with improved process-level understanding for future generation Arctic
models (Mysak and Venegas, 1998). Currently in the Arctic, a lack of parameterization for
aerosol-cloud dynamics has resulted in large amounts of climate uncertainty in forecasting
accurate future scenarios (Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al., 2017; Semeniuk and Dastoor, 2018).
7

International aerosol and polar research meetings have both announced that source and
implications of marine aerosols and their subsequent interaction with clouds remains greatly
under parameterized and requires cross-scale research (Coluzza et al., 2017; Richter and Gill,
2018; Seinfeld et al., 2016).
Examining this simplified model, an ice-free summer season, with the influence of
steadily increasing greenhouse gases, is a real possibility that would likely provide an increase in
the plankton biomass’ growing season. How would increases or decreases in plankton biomass
alter INP concentrations in the lower atmosphere? Where are those sources of INPs located?
Have plankton biomass concentrations changed in the past few decades, and if so, in what ways?
Are ice cloud properties changing when plankton blooms are underneath? How do the individual
constituents of sea spray influence the total effect it has on the environment? All of these
questions justified the creation of a multi-method thesis investigation that involved precise field
research, in parallel with supporting lab and remote sensing analysis. This top-down and downup perspective combines local in-situ measurements with regional satellite perspectives to
produce cross-scale results and implications. Compared to only a single methodology, by
approaching the same scientific question using a variety of methods has led to a more natural
multidisciplinary understanding.
The aforementioned observational gaps highlighted in Fig. 1.3 have motivated the
direction of this thesis with the overarching objective of improving physical process-level
understanding between the Arctic plankton biomass, aerosols, and ice clouds for the
enhancement of modeling capabilities. The three main research components involved in this
investigation are the following:

8

Figure 1.3: Modified Arctic amplification loop, this diagram represents a more complete system
that includes plankton biomass, aerosols, and clouds. The way these variables interact is still
lacking parameterization for accurate model representation.
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1) Participating in a field setting as a student assistant on a summer 2018 NOAA/Colorado
State University Arctic shipborne field campaign called Ice Nucleation Over the ARCtic
Ocean II (INARCO II).
2) Testing the efficacy of marine dwelling archaea microorganisms as potential INPs in a lab
setting.
3) Creating a satellite-based climatology of plankton biomass and correlation between plankton
concentrations with physical and optical cloud measurements aloft in the Chukchi Sea.
This investigation has concentrated on both the regional- and local-scale with the desire
to produce cross-scale results. Each of the three research components will include their own
objectives, methodology, and results, which will then be combined to enhance Arctic aerosolcloud processes, marine INP sources, and a look back into the interconnected history of Arctic
plankton and ice clouds. Since field research in the Arctic is expensive and requires high amount
of logistical planning, the area of focus and to represent an Arctic environment is the Chukchi
Sea.

10

2 Regions of Interest and Background
2.1 Chukchi Sea
The Chukchi Sea is located off the north and west coasts of Alaska and situated directly
above the Bering Strait. This area was chosen to represent the Arctic environment for several
reasons. It includes important fishing grounds for the United States and can sustain strong and
long-lasting summer average concentrations of surface chlorophyll-a around 21.7mg m3 (SD =
±19.6 mg m3) and 54.5 mg m3 (SD = ±67.7 mg m3) for the northern and southern regions,
respectively (Courtney et al., 2016; Yun et al., 2016).

The sea has a surface area of

approximately 595,000 km2 (230,000 sq. mi) and although expansive, it is mostly underlined by
the underwater Chukchi Plateau raising the average depth to only ~50 m (Overland and Roach,
1987; The Atlas of Oceans, 1980). Seasonally frozen over, sea ice starts to freeze in October in
the north which then extends southerly until the entire sea is typically frozen over by December
(Serreze et al., 2016). The sea remains frozen until approximately late April at which point the
sea thaws in the opposite direction from south to north (Stroeve et al., 2016).
High nutrient availability patterns in the sea water play an important role in dictating
where phytoplankton can develop providing a steady source of food for plankton in the Bering
Strait and the Chukchi Sea to fuel primary production. In addition to sunlight, water, and carbon
dioxide, phytoplankton require nitrogen, phosphorous and iron. Iron in marine ecology and
oceanography is now of substantial attention due to its ability to limit primary production.
Because iron is essential for metabolism and nitrogen usage, chlorophyll biosynthesis and other
cellular respiratory systems in phytoplankton are limited by iron availability and therefore play
an important role in the ocean net primary productivity. The hydrology of the summer Chukchi
waters includes three distinct bodies of water typically flowing north through Bering Strait
11

(Weingartner et al., 2005). Nutrient rich Anadyr Water (AW) tends to flow through the most
westerly side of the strait, while less nutrient Alaskan Coastal Water (ACW) flows through the
eastern extent of the strait (Danielson et al., 2017; Nishino et al., 2016; Stein et al., 2017).
Between those two bodies of water, relatively low nutrient Bering Shelf Water (BSW) squeezes
through. This narrow passage forces AW and BSW to mix and produce new combined Bering
Shelf Anadyr Water (BSAW) that tends to flow northerly but has been observed to reverse
direction due to wind shear forcing during summer storms (Iken et al., 2018; Stabeno et al.,
2018). Alaskan coastal water remains mostly unmixed and flows north along the Alaskan coast
as its name implies (Gong and Pickart, 2015).
2.2 Marine Boundary Layer Aerosols
The term aerosol in its most basic definition is any solid or liquid particle suspended in a
gas (Wallace and Hobbs, 2006). In regard to the study of environments, the scientific term
aerosol is usually in reference to Earth’s atmospheric aerosols. The types of aerosols found in
Earth’s atmosphere are both natural and anthropogenic in origin and range from single
nanometers to a few centimeters in size (Hartmann, 2015; Wallace and Hobbs, 2006). The
composition of aerosols varies globally, and sources can have a steady input of particles like sea
spray, while others are marked by intense but short-lived events like volcanic ash eruptions
(Calvo et al., 2013, Kanji et al., 2017). The volume of a liquid droplet or the size of a particle is
a major factor in determining the atmospheric residence time for the individual drops or particles
(Kunkel, 1984; Wallace and Hobbs, 2006). This research focuses on Arctic marine boundary
layer aerosols especially those that are capable of interacting with clouds and originating from
the marine environment.
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The Arctic atmosphere is a dynamic natural system noted by low temperatures, half a
year of reduced solar radiation, low water vapor amounts, and frequent temperature inversions
(Palo et al., 2017; Walsh et al., 2018) The Chukchi Sea seasons are further discerned by
pronounced fluxes of anthropogenic pollution (Kanji et al., 2017; Vinogradova, 2015). The
winter and spring seasons are characterized with peak infiltration levels of pollution originating
largely from Eurasia (Monks et al., 2015; Wallace and Hobbs, 2006). The summer season has
relatively “cleaner” marine boundary layer air and is recognized as the pollution minimum
season. Summer samples of aerosols in the Chukchi Sea marine boundary layer have shown the
composition of aerosols to be a mix of ship emissions (containing S, Fe, V, and Ni),
anthropogenic pollution (containing Cu, Zn, Pb, and Hg), crustal elements (containing C and Fe),
and sea spray (Curry, 1995; Xie et al., 2006). The dominant component in sea spray is sea salt
(NaCl) but also includes organic material associated with phytoplankton cell exudates
concentrated on the surface microlayer (Wallace and Hobbs, 2006; Wilson et al., 2015). The
marine biogenic particles at the surface microlayer become airborne through the physical process
of bubble bursting (Resch et al., 1986; Wilson et al., 2015). Bubbles from the subsurface and
cresting waves both spray particles into the air. Bubble dynamics can be quite detailed with
studies showing a correlation between bubble size and the size range of sprayed aerosols (Ault et
al., 2013; Veron, 2015). These and other biogenic particles are lab-proven INPs and can be
produced in vast quantities during the summer season (Kanji et al., 2017; Wilson et al., 2015).
Characteristics of Arctic marine INPs include that they are biogenic in origin, <0.2 micrometers,
and nucleate ice at temperatures relevant to mixed-phased and high-altitude cirrus clouds
(DeMott et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2006). Phytoplankton with their green chlorophyll pigment feed
the plankton and subsequently help in the production of exudate particles; albeit identifying the
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full spectrum of biogenic material of Arctic water and their emission locations remains an area of
strong international investigation (Creamean et al., 2018b; Quinn et al., 2007). Bacteria are a
robust component in terrestrial biogenic INPs so it is justified to believe that marine bacteria
should also be an important source of marine biogenic INPs (Kanji et al., 2017).
2.3 Ice Nucleation
Natural formation of ice in the atmosphere occurs mostly in correlation to temperature
(DeMott et al., 2010). If the relative humidity is high enough in the atmosphere, water vapor can
change phases directly into an ice crystal through sublimation. Ice can also be produced by
lowering the temperature of a preexisting water droplet below a temperature threshold to freeze
the drop through the process known as homogeneous freezing at around T ≥ ~ − 𝟑𝟖℃
(Fletcher, 1959; Herbert et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2018). If no foreign particles reside inside the
droplet then homogenous threshold temperature is correlated to the volume of the drop (Wallace
and Hobbs, 2006). A supercooled liquid drop is energetically unstable and can achieve freezing
in a variety of mechanisms in addition to homogeneous freezing. Special particles with the right
prerequisites are called INPs (DeMott et al., 2010). INPs interact with water droplets and
facilitate warmer freezing temperature thresholds through heterogeneous freezing mechanisms
(Wallace and Hobbs, 2006). There are four types of heterogeneous freezing modes and all
include the presence of a suitable particle that interacts with the water droplet in one way or
another. Deposition nucleation is the circumstance in which relative humidity is high enough for
water vapor to phase change directly into ice using the INP as an ice embryo (Kanji et al., 2017).
Immersion freezing is when a particle is inside the droplet and can provide a stable surface for
the water molecules to organize and overcome the need for a natural ice embryo (Cziczo et al.,
2017; Kanji et al., 2017). Contact freezing is the situation when a particle in the air comes in
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contact with a supercooled droplet and induces very quick freezing usually at warmer
temperatures compared to immersion freezing with the same particle (Collier and Brooks, 2016;
Hande et al., 2017; Wallace and Hobbs, 2006). Lastly, condensation freezing includes a CCN to
form a water droplet followed by the immediate freezing due to either contact freezing or
immersive freezing, which can be induced by the insoluble portion of the CCN (Kanji et al.,
2017; Wallace and Hobbs, 2006). The volume of a drop is also relevant in heterogeneous
freezing since increasing the drop volume simultaneously increases the probability of hosting an
efficient INP (Wallace and Hobbs, 2006). The temperature at which certain INPs can facilitate
freezing in the atmosphere depends, in general, on the concentration of INPs found in the
troposphere, the chemical composition, shape, size, and preactivation history (Wallace and
Hobbs, 2006). Under high altitude cirrus cloud temperature (T ≤ −20℃) deposition freezing
was observed to be the most common mode of freezing (Cziczo et al., 2017).
In order for a particle to have ice nucleating abilities, it must possess certain types of
nucleus particle prerequisites. For insoluble particles that can remain solid in a water droplet,
they must possess microscopic highly receptive ice activating sites on their surface area.
Activation sites can be designated either as structural lattice or hydrogen bond based. Structural
lattice activation sites include a lattice match between the ordered hexagonal bilayers of the
particle crystal lattice with the hexagonal crystal habit of ice (Kanji et al., 2017; Wallace and
Hobbs, 2006) The similarity between molecular structures facilitate the organization of the water
molecules playing the role of an ice embryo (Murphy, 2003). Empirical studies have shown that
silver iodide and certain volcanic ash particles mainly nucleate ice through this structural lattice
match (Kanji and Abbatt, 2006; Welti et al., 2009). Hydrogen bond activation sites include areas
that actuate hydrogen bonds with water molecules based on available oxygen at the edges of
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certain particles, such the case with functional hydroxyl group particles (Freedman, 2015;
Sihvonen et al., 2014). In general, the ice nucleation ability of a solid particle will be contingent
on the lattice structure shape, size, surface area, and chemical composition (Welti et al., 2009).
Soluble particles, such as organic protein complexes found on cell membranes, facilitate the
formation of ice again using hydrogen bonds (Pummer et al., 2015; Wallace and Hobbs, 2006).
Other biological fragments also include pollen, fungal spores, marine organic aerosol, and
organic material found in soil (Kanji et al., 2017; Xie et al., 2006; DeMott et al., 2010).
Biological fragments are known to attach to other larger particles and play an important role in
dictating the larger particle’s ice nucleating abilities (DeMott et al., 2016; Hartmann et al., 2013).
Global yearly emissions of dust from deserts, volcanoes, and soil have been calculated
between 1950 to 2400 Tg yr-1 (Ginoux et al., 2001; Ginoux et al., 2004). Mineral and desert dusts
are relevant atmospheric aerosols due to their high abundance and capable ice nucleation abilities
well above homogeneous freezing (Barahona et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2018). The mineral
group K-feldspar (possibly microcline, one of the two K-feldspar end members) has been
identiﬁed as the most ice-active component in dust with the exposed lattice plane promoting ice
nucleation. The amount of K-feldspar, size, and particle concentrations are all key aspects that
dictate dust’s overall ice nucleating effectiveness (Kanji and Abbatt, 2006; Welti et al., 2009).
Bioaerosols are those biological particles that are from organic origin and become
airborne (Kanji et al., 2017; Prenni et al., 2012, Wilson et al., 2015). They differ from biological
fragments in that they are usually larger in size and can be a mix of soluble and insoluble
components (Alpert et al., 2011; Huffman et al., 2013). Bioaerosols include bacteria, fungal
spores, pollen, viruses, phytoplankton, lichens, and marine exudates, all of which have ice
nucleating abilities at T < -15℃ with bacteria capable of nucleating ice at warm temperatures
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around ~-1℃ (Augustin et al., 2013; Pummer et al., 2012; Wex et al., 2015). The ice nucleating
ability of bioaerosols will depend on the type and also the tropospheric concentration (Kanji et
al., 2017). Sources of bioaerosols include the world’s oceans, vegetation, soils, lakes, and living
organisms. The oceans are of key interest to this investigation and are known to emit bacteria,
archaea, protozoa, and phytoplankton (Hiranuma et al 2014; Mason et al 2015). The global
marine emissions of submicron primary organic aerosol particles by sea spray have been
estimated to be 10 ± 5 Tg a− 1.(Facchini et al., 2008; Kanji et al., 2017) A gap in understanding
and quantifying total concentrations, fluxes, and ice-nucleating properties of all types of
bioaerosols in the marine atmosphere remains as an area of strong global research interest.
One of the most common bioaerosol INPs found in nature are bacteria, found abundantly
all over the world (Kanji et al., 2017; Wex et al., 2015). Soil dust is another large source of
aerosol since a large portion of Earth’s land cover is dedicated to agriculture and farming
(O’Sullivan et al., 2018). Soil dust is an efficient INP similar to desert dust with the key
difference of soil dust having heavy internal mixing with organic material (Hill et al., 2016;
Tobo et al., 2013). This has been proven by heat treating soil dust up to 90 - 100℃, resulting in
the reduction of ice nucleating capability of the dust particles (O’Sullivan et al., 2014; Tobo et
al., 2013). Freshly milled soil dust has been known to nucleate ice at warmer temperature
compared to older soil dust (DeMott et al., 2016; Kanji et al., 2017). This is thought to be a
result of the fresh soil dust retaining organic fragments before they fall off during air transport as
time passes (Fröhlich-Nowoisky et al., 2014).
Biomass and fossil fuel combustion aerosols are similar in the sense they are both
produced in the burning of organic material but differ in chemical composition. Fly ash and
smoke are both a result of biomass burning of forests, agricultural fields, and wood in stoves
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capable of short- and long-range transport (Gibbs et al., 2015; Kanji et al., 2017). Fossil fuel
burning is different by the fact that it additionally produces large amounts of soot, also known as
black carbon (Kanji and Abbatt, 2006). Black carbon can still nucleate ice but is mostly
recognized to freeze at lower temperatures close to that of homogeneous freezing around T< ~40℃ (Abbatt et al., 2006) Volcanoes are a prolific source of aerosol with an estimated ~13 Tg
yr-1 in global yearly emissions (Dentener et al., 2006). Volcanic ash is capable of ice nucleating
via deposition at around -13 to -23℃, but is also known to nucleate ice up to -8℃ via contact
freezing (Gibbs et al., 2015). The chemical composition and thus ice nucleating capability of
volcanic ash will vary per volcano with certain types of ash not capable of inducing freezing via
contact freezing (Gibbs et al., 2015; Zolles et al., 2015). Similar to other atmospheric aerosols,
volcanic ash will display unique ice nucleating characteristics based on tropospheric
concentrations and composition (Kanji et al., 2017, Wallace and Hobbs, 2006). Finally, one of
the most common marine aerosols is crystalline salt (Cziiczo et al., 2013). Salt aerosols are
emitted mostly from the world’s oceans and some smaller sources are also found on land, such as
arid dried lake beds called playas (Reynolds et al., 2007). Over the ocean, around 25% of all
cirrus cloud ice residue samples included a type of salt (NaCl, NaI, Kl, KCl) (Abbatt et al., 2006,
Fröhlich-Nowoisky et al., 2014; Kanji et al., 2017). Salt crystals for the most part will be >25
𝜇𝑚 in size and are thought to induce freezing mostly through heterogeneous contact freezing
(Wagner et al., 2016). Salt crystals are also efficient CCN so immersive freezing might also
come into play if the salt crystal has interacted with some organics or other atmospheric
components as it ascended into the high cirrus elevation (Fröhlich-Nowoisky et al., 2014).
Preactivation of INPs is when a porous particle undergoes freezing at a certain
temperature followed by the thawing of the ice crystal but leaving ice still intact inside the pores
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(Wagner et al., 2016; Wallace and Hobbs, 2006). This process then results in the same particle
now having a different freezing temperature, usually ± 5℃ from the original (Wallace and
Hobbs, 2006). It is thought that this is due to liquid or still frozen water inside pores and cracks
in the particle (Cziczo et al., 2013; DeMott et al., 2010). If ice is present anywhere on the
particle then it will serve as a highly effective ice activation site (Vali and Stansbury, 1966). The
preactivation efficiency is linked to pore size peaking at a pore size range of 8 – 10 nm for best
increased ice nucleating efficiency (Wagner et al., 2016). A source of atmospheric ephemeral
freezing for a particle has been observed inside air parcels that pass over an airplane wing (Vali
al., 2015). The quick contraction and expansion of the air will sometime momentarily produce
an ice crystal, which will then just as quickly almost entirely thaw, leaving behind a preactivated
INP (Kärcher et al., 2009). A lot of information still remains unknown in the process of
preactivation leading to a source of ambiguity regarding INP field sampling since the history of
the particle is usually not known.
In the Arctic there are several large sources of INPs at play, including both terrestrial and
marine sources and also both short- and long-range transported INPs (Baddock et al., 2017;
Pithan and Mauritsen, 2014). During the summer season in the Chukchi Sea we expect low
levels of anthropogenic pollution but understanding if increased phytoplankton distributions play
a role in sources of marine INP locations still remains unknown. A growing community of
Arctic research is focusing on long-range dust sources whose emissions and impacts additionally
remain uncertain (Abbatt et al., 2019; Coopman et al., 2018; Tobo et al., 2019). Marine INP
sources in the Arctic are hypothesized to play a more significant role in the summer season since
less anthropogenic pollution will be present (Kanji et al., 2017).
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2.4 Archaea
The domain Archaea was only recently officially recognized after being proposed by
Woese et al. (1990) as the third branch of life by using their 16S rRNA genetic technique. The
revolutionary genetic technique developed in 1971 takes use of 16S rRNA sequences as
molecular clocks for prokaryotes (Woese and Fox, 1977). Due to morphological similarities,
pre-1990 archaea were incorrectly classified under the domain Bacterium as genus
Archaebacteria. Since then, extensive research using the complete archaea genomes available
through the National Center for Biotechnology Information has allowed archaea to
taxonomically branch out into a formidable prokaryote domain consisting of 63 genera and 209
species.
Archaea are sometimes referred to as “extremophiles” since they have conserved
remarkable morphological adaptations that allow them to live and proliferate in extreme
environments such as hypersaline lakes (NaCl concentrations >10%), acid mine drainage (pH
near 0), and temperatures ranging from below the freezing point to above the boiling point of
water (Rothschild and Mancinelli, 2001; Baker-Austin and Dopson, 2007). Since these
conditions are normally uninhabitable by most other organisms, archaea are known to dominate
these sometimes spatially expansive environments.

The taxonomic class haloarchaea in

particular, is found in solutions with ≥ 5% salt weight to volume (w/v) and can dominate natural
hypersaline habitats. For example, the Great Salt Lake in Utah can sustain densities of 107–108
archaeal cells ml−1 or higher (Oren, 2002; Deming and Collins, 2017; Lindsay et al., 2017).
However, members of this diverse domain are also found outside extreme environments
in aerobic marine and soil environments such as sea water, agricultural soil, and even on human
skin (Schleper, 2005; Wehking et al., 2018). It is now estimated that archaea represent ~10% of
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prokaryotes found in the earth’s biosphere (Fröhlich-Nowoisky et al., 2014).

In regard to the

world’s shallow and deep oceans, archaea cell numbers are estimated around 1×1028 archaeal
cells compared to 3×1028 bacterial cells (Karner et al., 2001; Massana et al., 1997).
The presence of these natural microorganisms is relevant to this investigation because
similar to bacteria INP sources, archaea are known to become airborne and reside in the
atmosphere as bioaerosols (Choudoir et al., 2018). Bacteria and archaea have been collected in
aerosol samples and typically appear in mixed particle clusters ranging in size from ~2 μm to ~4
μm, which can travel short or continental distances (Després et al., 2012). There is a large
amount of literature providing evidence that both intact bacterial or bacteria cell fragments are
efficient INPs able of nucleating ice up to -1℃ (O’Sullivan et al., 2018; Welti et al., 2009).
Furthermore, intact and fragmented cell parts of known marine dwelling bacteria and archaea
have been collected in coastal aerosol samples providing evidence of natural ocean-atmosphere
forces driving microscopic particles out of the sea surface and into the troposphere. Several
prokaryote INP studies have concentrated on bacteria, although no investigation has ever
previously tested the INP efficacy of any archaea species in a controlled lab setting.
2.5 Remote Sensing
High latitude studies involve unique challenges due to traveling to remote locations,
harsh weather conditions, and expensive equipment, thus, satellites provide an advantageous topdown perspective capable of much larger spatial and temporal coverage over the Arctic.
Satellites allow the observations of both atmospheric and marine environments allowing this
investigation to take use of image data of both clouds and plankton biomass.

A major

component of plankton biomass is phytoplankton, aquatic microscopic algae that contain
chlorophyll similar to terrestrial plants. Chlorophyll is what gives both marine and land
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Figure 2.1: Diagram from Blunden and Arndt, 2016 listing the long-term changes observed in
the Arctic. Record sea ice retreats and increasing marine primary productivity all indicate a
changing environment.
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vegetation their distinctive green color, and it is this green pigment that satellites are able to
detect from space. Satellite measurements refer to this pigment as chlorophyll (Chl-a) expressed
in concentrations (mg m-3) and can be used as a proxy for marine plankton biomass
concentrations. Although satellite observations do provide a useful regional perspective, they are
restricted to only very superficial sea surface concentrations and cannot penetrate down into the
water column.
Long-term remote sensing climatological studies of the Arctic have indicated that the
Arctic Ocean exhibited a statistically significant 20% increase in marine primary productivity
between the years of 1998 - 2009 due to secular increases in both the extent of open water
(+27%) and the duration of the open water season (+45 days) (Fig. 2.1) (Laidre et al, 2015;
Blunden and Arndt, 2016). Overall, various and diverse signals indicate the Arctic environmental
system continues to be influenced by long-term increasing trends in air temperature (Hill and
Cota, 2005).

Since Charlson et al. (1987) suggested that marine algae participate in climate regulation
through the production of the cloud precursor dimethylsulfide (the CLAW hypothesis, so called
after the authors’ initials), much experimental effort has been invested in exploring the links
between oceanic plankton infused sea spray and marine clouds (Lana et al., 2012). The role of
ocean biota in modifying chemical composition and size distribution of both CCN and INPs has
been observed and proven a potentially key component in modulating pristine ocean cloud
microphysics (Meskhidze and Nenes, 2007). In the Arctic, recent studies have shown that
biological INPs can originate from the ocean and can be associated with areas of high biological
activity (DeMott et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2006; Wilson et al., 2015). This recent awareness has
motivated this particular remote sensing research segment and is dedicated to exploring the link
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between concentrations of surface plankton biomass and optical and physical cloud properties
over the Arctic Chukchi Sea.
Clouds have consistently been difficult to model since the processes dictating their
occurrence, lifetime, and microphysics are heterogeneous in nature and vary across scales.
Aerosols are a main component of cloud development and will manifest distinct cloud
formations based on their size, composition, and number distributions. Key measurable cloud
variables represented in current models include cloud effective radius, ice/liquid water path,
cloud-top temperature, cloud top pressure, cloud emissivity, cloud optical thickness and cloud
fraction. Understanding the multi-scale processes controlling these variables will undoubtedly
help better represent clouds in atmospheric models.
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3 Methods
3.1 Ice Nucleation Over the Arctic Ocean I and II (INARCO I/II) Field Campaigns
The understanding and observational studies of marine sources of INPs in the Arctic
remain extremely limited. The majority of research and measurements in regard to in situ marine
plankton biomass and lower atmosphere INP concentrations are mostly reported at mid-latitudes
or the Southern Ocean (Kanji et al., 2017). Specifically, the natural processes regarding Arctic
clouds and their interactions with aerosols are ineffectively understood and remain a source of
ambiguity for Arctic modeling capabilities (Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al., 2017; Semeniuk and
Dastoor, 2018). Additionally, understanding which constituents of marine plankton biomass are
responsible for the warmest glaciation temperatures still remains a challenge (Barthel et al.,
2019; Hallegraeff , 2016; Quinn et al., 2017). INP sources and their atmospheric presence in the
Chukchi Sea vary greatly with location and can have very different freezing points, such as -5 ℃
from marine microsurface samples or

-13 ℃ from aerosol samples over Bering Strait

(Creamean et al., 2018b; DeMott et al., 2016).
The combination of the Arctic summer having increased cloud cover, precipitation, and
plankton biomass make it the perfect time for shipborne field research regarding aerosol-cloud
interactions. The cooperative effort between Distributed Biological Observatory – Northern
Chukchi Integrated Study (DBO-NCIS) and INARCO I/II provided the necessary infrastructure
and organization to make this type of investigation possible. The three-week 2017 and 2018
summer ship expeditions on board Healy allowed sampling of various Chukchi Sea water
columns and aerosol sampling for INP concentration analysis. The main hypothesis tested during
field research was the notion that Arctic marine INP sources are constantly dependent on
ecological, oceanographic, and atmospheric processes.
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3.1.1 INARCO I
Prior to the INARCO II field campaign that took place in August, 2018, I spent the early
summer of that year participating in an internship with NOAA’s Earth System Research
Laboratory (ESRL) in Boulder, CO. Under the supervision of NOAA researcher at the time and now Colorado State University researcher - Dr. Jessie M. Creamean, I spent two months at
the lab investigating microbial particulate material from Arctic air and sea water samples. These
samples were collected in summer 2017 during INARCO I. Using a lab-based immersive
freezing technique I tested how the microbial particulate material might affect the formation of
ice crystals in Arctic clouds by serving as INPs. These analyses helped finish the remaining
samples of INARCO I, documenting and understanding ongoing changes to the Pacific-Arctic
ecosystem in light of the changing physical drivers. INARCO I took place August 26, 2017 – 13
September 13, 2017 and included the sampling of designated DBO- NCIS transects 1 – 5 (Fig.
3.1).
DBO-NCIS is a multidisciplinary Arctic Ocean sampling program supported by the
NOAA’s Arctic Research Program (Grebmeier et al., 2012). Furthermore, it designated eight
“hot spots” areas across the Bering, Chukchi, and Beaufort Seas where multidisciplinary
sampling is focused (Fig. 3.1b). These “hot spots” have been chosen because of their high
concentrations of ecosystem productivity, biodiversity, and overall rates of change. Methodology
of both sea water and aerosol sampling is explained in the following subsections.
3.1.2 INARCO II
On August 7, 2018 my research teammates and I traveled to Nome, AK where we began
our 3-week INARCO II shipborne field campaign through the Bering and Chukchi Sea. Our
research team consisted of 4 students led by principal investigator (PI) Dr. Jessie M. Creamean.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 3.1: (a) Map created by Creamean et al. (submitted) illustrating the ship route during
INARCO I. (b) Map from NOAA Arctic website (www.arctic.noaa.gov) pointing out the 8
transects measured yearly as part of the NOAA’s DBO-NCIS program.
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Taylor Aydell, a graduate student from San Jose State University and undergraduate Nadia
Colombi from University of California, Los Angeles were supported through the NOAA Ernest
F. Hollings Scholarship program. Graduate student from the University of Miami, Emily Bolger,
was funded by NOAA’s Arctic Research Program and I was funded by the NOAA Experiential
Research & Training Opportunities (NERTO) program. We started by arriving in the port town
of Nome, AK, which was were where we would board the 7-deck, 420-foot-long Healy and meet
the other 42 participating scientists. The 43-member international and multidisciplinary team of
scientists on board Healy consisted of 5 scientific groups made up of oceanographers, biologists,
ecologists and atmospheric scientists. My team’s investigation objective included understanding
ocean-atmosphere boundary processes. Working 12-hour shifts our team rotated to keep a 24hour scientific consecration on collecting samples, running analyses, and data organization.

3.1.3 Collection Methodology
Sea water samples were collected starting August 7, 2018 until August 24, 2018 using
Healy’s under way system inlet 8 m below the surface and collected at 1600 UTC every day.
Various conductivity, temperature, density rosettes (CTDs) were deployed along DBO transects
to collect sea water samples almost every day. CTDs rosettes are a very valuable piece of field
equipment used in oceanography. The rosette refers the metal framework that hold 24 10-L
Niskin™ bottles for collection of sea water samples. CTD and other sensors are located at the
bottom of the frame and will measure multiple water variables such as oxygen concentration as it
descends. Preparation includes opening the top and bottom of all 24 bottles and calibration of
sensors. The CTD then steadily descends to the bottom of the ocean and real-time measurements
from the sensors are displayed on a computer monitor as water column profiles. Through the
computer we also signal individual bottles to close at different depths to collect different types of
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waters. All sea water samples were analysed on board for INP concentration immediately after
collection. Sea ice was also collected on a single occasion, which then proceeded to be sealed,
melted at room temperature, and analyzed onboard like the other sea water samples. CTDs
allowed us to observe INP activity throughout the entire water column.
Aerosol samples were collected using a 4-stage time- and size-resolved Davis Rotatingdrum Universal-size-cut Monitoring (DRUM) single-jet impactor (DA400, DRUMAir, LLC)
(Creamean, 2017). The equipment was housed in a 47 x 35.7 x 17.6 cm case that included an
inlet tube with a coarse metal filter. The case was attached to the railing of the ship located
approximately 20 m above sea level and 8 m from the bow. It was positioned towards the front
of the ship to avoid any possible contamination from the smoke stack. The DRUM impactor
pumped in air at a rate of 28.6 L min-1 and was able to capture INPs by collecting aerosol
particles at 4 different size ranges, (A) 0.15 – 0.34, (B) 0.34 – 1.21, (C) 1.21 – 2.96, and (D) 2.96
- > 12 µm.

The particles were collected on a 20 x 190 x 0.05 mm strip of petrolatum-coated

perfluoroalkoxy substrate (PFA) wrapped around a rotating drum 20 mm thick and 60 mm in
diameter. Daily 24-hour aerosol samples promoted the sampling of rarer biological INPs and
allowed continuous sampling during the entire cruise. The PFA strips were then cut, organized,
and prepped to allow INP concentration analysis using drop freezing assay (DFA).
3.1.4 Drop-Freezing Assay
DFA is an immersion mode ice nucleation lab technique used to recreate cold cloud
conditions similar to those found in nature. This analysis is able to test liquid samples on a cold
plate apparatus and record how fast and what fraction of the sample froze as the temperature is
lowered at a controlled rate. This technique takes use of previous but slightly modified apparati
used in past INP investigations (Hill et al., 2016; Stopelli et al., 2014; Tobo, 2016; Wright and
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Petters, 2013). The technique initiates by manually cleaning 50 mL beakers with isopropanol
(99.5% ACS Grade, LabChem. Inc.) then placing them into a 6 L ultrasonic cleaner (model: P560A) for 30 minutes before baking at >150℃ for an additional 30 minutes. Once beakers were
completely cleaned, the process deviates depending if the sample is sea water or aerosol. For sea
water samples the process is relatively easy and includes transferring 2 mL of sea water sample
into an individual beaker using a sterile, single-use syringe. If the sample was one of the daily
aerosol samples, then 2 mL of molecular biology reagent water (MBR; 0.1 𝜇𝑚 filtered) were
added to an individual beaker and mixed with the PFA strip. The aerosol resuspension was then
shaken at 500 rpm for 2 hours to guarantee complete resuspension (Bowers et al., 2009).
Various copper disks measuring 76 mm in diameter and 3.2 mm in thickness were prepared by
cleaning with isopropanol and adding a thin layer of petrolatum (100% Vaseline®) (Bowers et
al., 2009; Tobo, 2016). This layer of petrolatum is added to create a hydrophobic layer, which
keeps the spherical shape of the drops and creates a boundary between the drops and the metal to
reduce any ice nucleation induced by the copper (Creamean, 2017; Creamean et al., 2018a; Hill
et al., 2016).
Once the sea water or aerosol resuspension samples were transferred to the sterile
beakers, using a new syringe, 0.25 mL of the sample was suctioned out and transferred to a
prepared copper plate in the spiraling form of 100 individual drops creating an array of ~2.5 𝜇𝐿
aliquots. Although manually creating 100 drops onto the copper plate can include human error
and variance in drop volume, it was shown by Creamean et al. (2018b) that the syringe method is
the most efficient way of running samples while also reducing the risk for contamination. Using
a pipette would equalize drop volumes but would be too time consuming and result in too much
air exposure during pipetting. Additionally, it has been proven that in order for differences in
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drop volume to single handedly skew results, they would have to be orders of magnitude in
difference (Bigg, 1953; Hader et al., 2014; Langham and Mason, 1958). The loaded copper
plates were then transferred to a thermoelectric cold plate (Aldrich®) and covered with a plastic
dome that had a tiny opening on the side. This opening was used to thread the thermometer
probe that would then be inserted into the copper plate (Fig. 3.2).
The thermometer used was an Omega® thermometer/data logger (RDDXL4SD) with a
0.1 ℃ resolution and accuracy ±(0.4 % +1 ℃) for the K sensor types used (Creamean et al.,
2018b). The thermometer was connected to a laptop that had in-house written software to log
the time, temperature, and cooling rate of the analyzed samples.

The temperature of the cold

plate was then reduced and maintained at a cooling rate between 1-10 ℃ min-1 down from room
temperature. Varying cooling rates have also not been found to significantly alter overall
freezing temperatures (Vali and Stansbury, 1966; Wright and Petters, 2013). As the temperature
dropped the observer was responsible for clicking the computer mouse as each single drop froze,
and in doing so, capturing the temperature, cooling rate, and time of when that individual drop
froze. The drops are visually detectable since unfrozen drops appear translucent and frozen
drops turn a cloudy white. This process continues until the entire 100 drops are frozen or the
cold plate reaches around -32 to -33 ℃ and the cooling rate is near zero.
Each sample was tested 3 times with 100 new drops each trial. At the end of each trial
data existed in the form of text files that include the variables of temperature, cooling rate,
fraction frozen, and percent of drop detection. Afterwards, triplicate results were binned every
0.5 ℃ to produce one freezing spectrum for each sample. Correspondingly, extensive testing by
Dr. Creamean looking at the temperature difference between the center of the copper plate and
the center of a liquid drop has shown that the drop is .33 ±0.15 ℃ warmer than the copper plate.
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Figure 3.2: Photograph of a copper disk loaded with a liquid INP sample and placed on a cold
plate. The thermometer probe that goes into the center of the copper disk looks like a thin blue
wire and can be seen towards the back of the image. This sample in particular is prepped and
ready to be frozen as part of the DFA methodology
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This discrepancy is addressed by the inclusion of a +0.33 correction factor that is added
to temperature measurements and 0.15 ℃ added to the probe accuracy uncertainty. For sea water
samples only, a temperature correction of 2℃ was also applied to make up for the freezing point
depression effect of salt in the samples. The validity of this technique is depicted by the ability to
recreate same results with in error in all samples.
Although scientifically sound, it is important to be aware of some of the limitations of this
technique. They include (1) detection of rarer INPs at specific temperatures during 1-2 of the
tests or (2) uncertainties arising from instrumental artifacts, such as contamination during tests.
By observing best lab practices, running each sample at least three times, and by always starting
each test day by calibrating with blank MBR samples, we were able to lessen the impact of these
uncertainties.
3.2 Testing Archaea as Ice Nucleating Particles
From the various quantifiable attributes still undiscovered in regards to archaea INPs, no
lab cultured archaea species had ever been tested for their ice nucleating capabilities. This
investigation appraised the first four archaea species to ever be tested for the immersion mode
ice nucleating abilities. The four species analyzed are from the Haloarchaea class and were
selected based on their ease of lab culturing and evidence supporting their presence in natural
environments.

The four species are: Haloferax sulfurifontis (haloferax), Natronomonas

pharaonsis (natronomonas), Haloquadratum walsbyi (haloquadratum), and Halococcus
morrhuae (halococcus).
Haloferax sulfurifontis: Cells are non-motile, extremely pleomorphic, occurring mainly
as irregularly shaped cells (1.0–1.5 𝜇m in diameter), particularly during the stationary phase, and
as rods (1.5– 1.7 x 0.5–0.6 𝜇m), during the exponential growth phase. The genus Haloferax
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requires relatively low salt concentrations compared to other haloarchaea genera (Elshahed et al.,
2004; Oren, 2008).
Natronomonas pharaonsis: A prokaryote found in solutions and soils up to pH 11 but
thrives optimally in 3.5 M NaCl and at a pH of 8.5. Genome analysis suggests that it is adapted
to cope with severe ammonia and heavy metal deficiencies that arise at high pH values. The cells
are rod-shaped, 0.8 μm wide, and 2-3 μm long. Motile by flagella and a characteristic salmon
pink color (Chaban et al., 2006; Ventosa, 2006).
Haloquadratum walsbyi: A common species found in hypersaline waters and requires
>14% (w/v) salt for growth. It has characteristic square cell shapes ~2 𝜇m x 0.2 𝜇m thickness,
with the inclusion of gas vesicles. It thrives only in hypersaline solutions and can regularly
represent > 80% of microbial population in these conditions (Dyall-Smith et al., 2011).
Halococcus morrhuae: Found naturally in highly saline environments but also found in
sea water. Non-motile aerobic microbe colonies have a red pigment and their cell walls differ
significantly from the walls of most archaea in lacking typical constituents of peptidoglycan such
as muramic acid or diamino- pimelic acid. Instead, their cell walls are 50 – 60 nm thick and are
thought to be the main reason behind their resistance to lysing in dilute solution compared to
other haloarchaea (Schleifer et al., 1982).
Production of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) is a general property of
microorganisms in natural environments and has been shown to occur both in prokaryotic
(bacteria, archaea) and in eukaryotic (algae, fungi) microorganisms (Hoagland et al., 1993;
Suresh-Kumar et al., 2007). EPS is composed of a variety of organic excretions including
polysaccharides, proteins, nucleic acids, and amphiphilic compounds including (phospho) lipids
(Poli et al., 2011). ESP play an important role in bacteria ice nucleation capable of increasing the
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efficiency of live cells compared to inactive cells (Leck and Bigg, 2005; Tourney and
Ngwengya, 2014; Zhang et al., 2012). By testing both an active (ESP producing) growing
culture and an inactive (Non-ESP producing) stock culture of each species has allowed testing
and comparison of all 4 haloarchaea and their respective EPS supplements.
Methodology for this investigation concurrently relied upon knowledge in microbiology,
atmospheric chemistry, computer science, and laboratory procedures; resulting in a prime
example of the interdisciplinary nature of environmental research. Execution of these methods
were disseminated throughout four different locations, the College of Charleston (CofC), the
University of Colorado at Boulder (UC Boulder), the University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP),
and at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) Earth System Research
Laboratory (ESRL) in Boulder, CO. Cultivation of microorganism solutions took place in South
Carolina by Dr. Matthew E. Rhodes and his graduate student Lilyana Newman, followed by
laboratory analysis at both ESRL and UC Boulder by Dr. Creamean and I, and then finally,
computational analysis and report documentation performed at all institutions through a
collaborative team effort.
3.2.1 Cultivation of Archaea Cultures
Media was prepared according to the recipes provided by the Leibniz-Institute DSMZGerman Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures (DSMZ). Specifically, media 1019 was
prepared for haloferax, media 1091 for haloquadratum, media 372 for halococcus, and media 371
for natronomonas. All strains were grown at 37˚ and shaken at 100 RPM until dense growth was
observed. Purity of each culture was confirmed microscopically. Lysis assays were conducted by
serially diluting actively growing culture with deionized water and performing cell counts.
Actively growing cultures were then shipped overnight on ice from Charleston, SC to Boulder,
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CO where an aliquot was used to inoculate fresh media. It was also observed that haloarchaea
cells would lyse when mixed with non-saline aqueous solutions. With the exception of
halococcus, the remaining three species would lyse into cell fragments instantaneously once
suspended in MBR water.
3.2.2 Testing Conditions
Each of the species was tested for their ice nucleating abilities using DFA under various
testing conditions. We wanted to test how each species would perform based on either a low or
high archaea cell concentration and also contrast the performance of intact versus lysed cells. To
accomplish this intact versus lysed comparison each species was diluted either in a 10% saline
solution (intact) or MBR (lysed). Finally, to test the importance of archaeal ESP in archaea ice
nucleating abilities, active growing samples were also tested. These active cultures would
represent more natural conditions with cells at different life stages, consuming food and
producing waste and EPS. For each these various testing conditions the archaea cell
concentration was either low at 100X dilution or high at 10X dilution. These testing conditions
resulted in a total of 23 archaea samples plus one blank MBR and one blank saline solution
(Table 3.1). Since halococcus was identified to not lyse in MBR, only one active sample of
halococcus was tested under the intact, high cell concentrations condition; the remaining archaea
species had two active samples, one in MBR and the other in saline solution.
3.3 Remote Sensing Correlation between Plankton and Cloud Properties
This research portion of my thesis explores the possible link between satellite derived
Chl-a concentrations and the seven aforementioned cloud variables over the Arctic Chukchi Sea.
The Chukchi Sea during the summer is a great location for this type of study based on the current
air temperature being 5˚ above the 1981 to 2010 average and generating some of the highest
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Table 3.1: Indicates the 23 archaea samples prepared for ice nucleation analysis. The table does
not include a blank MBR sample and a blank saline sample also analyzed.
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concentrated phytoplankton biomass in the world. This spatial-temporal comparison explores the
links at a monthly time scale using data images from the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) sensor on board NASA’s Terra and Aqua satellites. Monthly
images from 2003 to 2018 have created multiple time-series uncovering seasonal and multiannual cycles of each natural variable. Correlation between time-series was also conducted
helping reveal key cloud properties that are statistically correlated with variable chl
concentrations.
3.3.1 Correlation Data and Methodology
MODIS provided all the necessary data to accomplish this remote sensing spatialtemporal analysis. Global Chl-a and cloud measurements have been available since 2002 as
level-3 monthly products (Wan et al, 2002). The main motivation in choosing to work with
monthly level-3 data is because it overcomes the hurdle of blotchy cloud activity creating data
gaps in daily or 8-day images (Zhang et al, 2011. Instead, monthly level-3 products find the
mean of each pixel in a month’s time and results in a complete raster for cloud properties and a
mostly complete raster for Chl-a (Moore et al, 2009). Chl-a data images still had some gaps due
to persistent sea ice but monthly images are still a great improvement from daily images for this
investigation’s purpose.
Monthly data did not allow localized comparisons but instead facilitates a regional level
comparison between the ocean and the atmosphere. Additionally, marine bioaerosol dispersal is
not instantaneous so monthly data images can overcome this time-lag and better detect monthly,
seasonal, and multi-annual links between environments. Finally, due to the surface of the water
being covered by ice for most of the year, only monthly data images of June, July, and August
for the years 2003 – 2018 were used. These months are typically those with low sea ice cover
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compared to the rest of the year and provide the most spatially complete Chl-a rasters. Using
data during months of low sea-ice cover will simultaneously help avoid the zenith distortion
associated with cloud measurements at high latitudes. The zenith angle is the angle between a
fixed latitude on Earth and the latitude of the Sun's declination. When the sun is low in the sky
the effective path-length of the incoming solar beam through stratiform clouds, for example, is
longer than when the sun is high in the sky. In harmony, a monthly time-scale using the months
of June, July, and August will reduce zenith distortion and allow reliable measurements of the
usually cloud covered sea surface during the Arctic summer.
The Chl-a concentration, OCI algorithm Global 4-km L3 satellite product was retrieved
from the online data pool courtesy of the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Ocean Biology
Processing

Group,

Aqua

satellite

Moderate

Resolution

Imaging

Spectroradiometer

(Aqua/MODIS), Greenbelt, MD, USA (https://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/) on 2018/08/05. The
Terra/MODIS Aerosol Cloud Water Vapor Ozone Monthly L3 Global 1 Deg. CMG data set was
acquired from the Level-1 and Atmosphere Archive & Distribution System (LAADS)
Distributed Active Archiver Center (DAAC) also located in the Goddard Space Flight Center in
Greenbelt, MD, USA (https://ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov/) on 2018/09/14.
Chlorophyll concentration (mg m-3) - The Aqua/MODIS monthly 4km resolution Chl-a data
provides the surface concentration of Chl-a in milligrams of chlorophyll pigment per cubic meter
(mg m-3) at the ocean surface (Hu et al., 2012). Concentrations are calculated using an empirical
relationship derived from in situ measurements of Chl-a and remote sensing reflectance ratios in
the blue-to-green region of the visible spectrum between 440 and 670nm (Hu et al., 2012). Data
were available and downloaded in scientific network common data format (NetCDF).
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Table 3.2: Satellite data information from MODIS including marine surface Chl-a and eight
optical and physical cloud properties. Data were obtained from NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center https://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/)
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Cloud properties - The Terra/MODIS Aerosol Cloud Water Vapor Ozone Monthly L3
Global 1Deg. CMG data set contains 1 x 1 degree grid average values of 800 atmospheric
parameters related to atmospheric aerosol particle properties, total ozone burden, atmospheric
water vapor, cloud optical and physical properties, and atmospheric stability indices (Hubanks et
al., 2008). From the 800 parameters, eight physical and optical cloud variables were extracted for
processing: cloud top temperature (K); cloud top pressure (hPa); cloud effective emissivity (W
m-2); ice cloud effective radius (𝜇𝑚); ice cloud mean water path (g m-3); cirrus reflectance
(unitless); ice cloud optical thickness (unitless); and mean cloud fraction (unitless) (Table 3.2).
Data were available and downloaded in hierarchical data format (HDF).
The creation of a MATLAB® software programming script allowed the managing and
processing of all 45 monthly satellite data images acquired. Four regions of interest were
delineated for this remote sensing investigation (Figure 3.3). The largest of all regions is the
Chukchi Sea region that spans a domain delineated by the most northwest coordinate (71° N,
179° W) and the southeastern coordinate (65° N, 160° W) covering the majority of the Chukchi
Sea. The smaller three remaining areas of interest were based on visual detection of Chl-a “hot
spots” that were repetitively apparent through the entire time-frame. These areas include:
Kotzebue Sound (NW corner: 71° N, 179° W) (SE corner: 71° N, 179° W); Siberia Coast (NW
corner: 71° N, 179° W) (SE corner: 71° N, 179° W); and Barrow Coast (NW corner: 71° N, 179°
W) (SE corner: 71° N, 179° W) (Note: the city of Barrow is now named Utqiagvik, though for
convenience the “Barrow Coast” name will be used here). These boundaries were not delineated
based on any preexisting territorial extents and were solely based on visual detection. The script
clips out any land areas in the cloud data allowing the discrete comparison between the marine
Chl-a concentrations and marine clouds aloft. Next, a single average value was calculated from
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Figure 3.3: (top) Map of the Chukchi Sea. Red rectangles delineate the extent of my 4 regions
of interest (ROI): the large “Chukchi Sea” ROI; sub-region “Siberian Coast”; sub-region
“Kotzebue Sound”; and “Barrow Coast.” (bottom) Monthly surface Chl-a concentrations in the
Chukchi Sea that illustrate 3 biological “hot spots”.
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an entire monthly raster for each variable. In other words, all the pixels in a single monthly raster
were averaged to produce that month’s average value. This was done with both Chl-a and cloud
variables. Furthermore, for seasonal and multi-annual comparison each June, July, and August
ofeach year were averaged to obtain a summer average value. The summer season average vector
files for each year were then plotted as time-series and were subsequently used in statistical
comparison.
The various averaged summer time-series for both Chl-a and cloud variables were then
correlated using the Pearson linear correlation coefficient to statistically measure the strength of
the linear relationship between two paired natural variables (Gerten and Adrian, 2000;
Prathumratana et al, 2008).

Pearson's linear correlation coefficient is the most widely used

linear correlation coefficient. For column Xa in matrix X and column Yb in matrix Y, having
means (1):
(1)

Pearson's linear correlation coefficient rho (a,b) is defined as (2):

(2)

where n is the length of each column, Xa, Yb are the individual sample points indexed with 𝑖 and
j respectively. Scatter plot linear fitting of the same data can then indicate a positive or negative
correlation between paired variables. In tandem, these two analyses produced P- and R-values
for all pair correlations.

P-values below 0.05 depict a significant correlation with stronger
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correlations close to 0.00. R-values indicate a positive or negative relationship and also indicate
how well a linear model would fit the data.
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4 Results
4.1 INARCO I/II Student Results
The combined interactions I experienced with researchers at NOAA ESRL and onboard
Healy were an opportunistic experience that exposed me to different fields of study on a daily
basis. During my summer internship at ESRL I received hands-on experience in a federal wetlab setting exposing me to an assortment of professional and academic development
opportunities within the NOAA workforce. Scientific training included working with aerosol
samplers, meteorological stations, ice nucleation measurements, and protocols for aerosol and
seawater sampling. Professional development included successfully participating in networking
opportunities carried out by NOAA mentors and refining written and oral communication skills
through presentation of research results. I gained mission-aligned core competencies evident by
continued research partnerships between NOAA mentors and myself. Additionally, the NOAAmission knowledge and skills learned allow me to contribute to a diverse and highly skilled
candidate pool for future workforce of careers in disciplines that support the NOAA mission
enterprise.

Finally, the newly acquired competence I gained through this research has

established invaluable early career networking opportunities that will leverage future educational
and professional experiences.
Results of INARCO I are currently in submission for publication and will provide new
insight into the oceanic and atmospheric processes that promote the production of marine INPs.
INARCO II results are currently in the data analysis stage and are also expected to be published
once results have been finalized. On the other hand, the results and personal outcomes from my
summer student internship with NOAA and Dr. Jessie M. Creamean have provided me
invaluable student research experience. Having had the opportunity to experience the daily life
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of an Arctic researcher onboard Healy working as part of an interdisciplinary team has
manifested as top-class field research experience. I gained experience collecting sediment from
the ocean floor, investigating the marine benthic ecological and biological diversity, and
examining water collected at multiple depths for chlorophyll concentrations. There were various
onboard professional development opportunities like weekly talks from the PIs and on staging,
dispatching, and collecting data with marine and atmospheric scientific equipment.
4.2 Archaea Results
All 23 archaea samples were analyzed successfully and allowed the calculation of
average onset temperature (AOT) and fraction frozen freezing spectra for each sample. The AOT
is the temperature when 1% of the sample is frozen, and although not exact, this is usually
inferred to be the temperature when the first drop on the aliquot array froze. AOT is of scientific
interest because while warmer temperature INPs are less abundant, they can individually initiate
freezing in clouds. The AOT results are shown in Fig 4.1 and illustrate how all samples initiated
freezing at temperatures warmer than that of homogeneous induced freezing, T >~ -38˚. The
majority of INPs initiated ice nucleation between -20 and -30˚ with sample 12 (Intact active
Haloquadratum, low concentration) having the warmest AOT at -9.97˚ For better distinction
between samples overall fraction frozen, freezing spectra are of better use.
The fraction frozen spectra comparison between species can be examined in Fig. 4.2: (a)
illustrates the freezing spectra of each species under intact-low cell concentration, while (b)
illustrates the species under intact-high cell concentration. Haloferax and Haloquadratum both
achieved a higher fraction frozen during low cell concentrations while Halococcus and
Natronomonas experienced a higher fraction in high cell concentrations.
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Figure 4.1: Line graph illustrating average onset temperature of all 23 analyzed archaea species.
The warmest average onset temperature was at T = 9.97℃ with inactive lysed Haloquadratum
at low cell concentration.

Figure 4.2: Fraction frozen spectra of the low versus high cell concentration comparison for
each of the four Haloarchaea species.
Table 4.1: Results of the comparison between low (100x) and high (10x) cell concentrations
between all four species.
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Figure 4.3: Fraction frozen spectra for each species comparing intact versus lysed archaea cells.
The spectra also illustrate the difference between high and low cell concentration for both intact
and lysed conditions.
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Figure 4.4: Fraction frozen spectra of each species comparing active (ESP producing)
archaea cells versus inactive (Non-ESP producing) stock cells.
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Final freeze fractions of each species are documented in Table 4.1 for these two testing
conditions. All four species displayed unique comparisons but all shows signs of heterogeneous
induced freezing by freezing above homogeneous induced freezing T≤ ~ − 38℃.
Results from the intact versus lysed cell comparison can be seen in Fig. 4.3. Lysed cell
samples reached 100% frozen, outperforming their intact counterpart in all four species. The
lysed samples also all performed better compared to the blank MBR. These results illustrate what
more natural atmospheric conditions these INPs might experience once they have left their
hypersaline sources. The size of the cell fragments is unknown but it can be estimated to be a
few orders of magnitude smaller than the intact archaeal cell.
In Fig. 4.4 the freezing spectra to compare inactive versus active samples is shown. The
active samples were tested under two conditions (with the exception of Halococcus) and were
plotted against their inactive counterpart with identical testing conditions. All active samples
resulted with higher fraction frozen when compared to their inactive equivalent.
Halococcus active samples reached 100% frozen at T > −35℃.

All but

The implications of active

samples having improved ice nucleating capabilities indicates an important role in archaea EPS
analogous to that of bacterial EPS.
4.3 Remote Sensing Analysis Results
Image processing analysis of monthly Chl-a satellite images from 2003 to 2018 for the
months of June, July, and August resulted in the creation of several Chl-a time-series. Fig. 4.5
shows the Chl-a climatology of each region of interest by month and also by summer season.
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Figure 4.5: Time-series of the four regions of interest. Colored lines represent individual
summer months since 2003 and the black line is the yearly summer average.

Figure 4.6: (top) Yearly summer Chl-a standard deviation plotted as a time-series for each
region of interest. (bottom) Yearly summer Chl-a average concentrations plotted for each region
of interest as time-series.
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From the four regions of interest, Kotzebue Sound sustained the highest monthly and
summer averaged concentrations of Chl-a ranging from 5.2 – 9.1 mg m3. The other three regions’
averaged monthly and summer concentrations remained lower in the range of 1.0 – 3.3 mg m3.
The month of June was prominent in producing dense concentrations of Chl-a over the large
Chukchi Sea region and Barrow Coast sub-region. In the Kotzebue and Siberia Coast subregions, the distinctiveness between months was less noticeable with no large deviation between
months. As a whole, the Chukchi Sea summer season has not experienced significant variation
in Chl-a concentrations for the past 15 years and has remained stable with a linear fit slope of
0.0052. The year 2009 stood out as a year of exceptionally high concentrations found in all four
regions marked by peaked Chl-a concentrations and elevated STD.
STD was related with increased of Chl-a concentrations through all four regions deduced
to signify that as Chl-a increased the intensification was not experienced homogeneously but
instead was heterogeneous in nature localized along continental coasts (Fig. 4.6). The explosion
of life experienced here every summer is characterized by dense growth of phytoplankton near
terrestrial coastlines associated with decreasing gradients in concentration leading to near zero in
the open ocean. Blooms of Chl-a sometimes did appear further away from the coast but were
ephemeral and probably created by an equally fleeting ocean and/or atmospheric process.
Time-series of cloud variables were also created and used for linear correlation. The
Pearson linear correlations resulted in the creation of four correlation matrixes (Fig. 4.7
illustrates the correlation matrix for the largest Chukchi Sea region). The correlation matrix
automatically correlates all variables between themselves, but this investigation is concentrated
on the first column showing Chl-a correlations between Chl-a and the eight cloud variables of
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Figure 4.7: Correlation matrix which utilizes Pearson linear correlation to perform paired variable correlations
between chl and eight marine cloud variables over the Chukchi Sea.

interest. The calculation of P-values for each correlation is also included in the matrix. Of the
total 32 correlations at all 4 regions, seven had significant P-values <0.05. Scatter plots of each
correlation were then executed to produce R2 linear regression R-values. R-values indicate how
well a linear regression fits the data and its reliability in forecasting any trends. All P- and Rvalues are shown in Table 4.2.
The largest region, the Chukchi Sea, had the highest percentage of significant correlations
with four noteworthy results: ice cloud effective radius (P-value = 0.0013, R-value = 0.45);
cirrus reflectance (P-value = 0.0013, R-value = -0.045); cloud top pressure (P-value = 0.0009, Rvalue = 0.45); and ice cloud optical thickness (P-value = 0.0267, R-value = -0.32) (Figure 4.).
From the smaller three sub-regions Barrow Coast was the only one to produce three additional
noteworthy correlations: cirrus reflectance (P-value = 0.0002, R-value = -0.52); cloud top
pressure (P-value = 0.0018, R-value = 0.44); cloud fraction mean (P-value = 0.005, R-value =
0.40). The remaining two sub-regions did not produce any statistically significant correlations
most likely due to the combined effect of a smaller area and course spatial resolution cloud data.
At the regional scale the significant positive correlations between Chl-a with ice cloud
effective radius and cloud top pressure have shown that a change in surface Chl-a has the
potential to directly affect the density of cloud ice and cloud top height. An increase in Chl-a
concentrations from 1.2 to 2.2 mg m3 has been correlated (P-value, 0.0013) to increase ice cloud
effective radius from 3400 to 3600 𝜇𝑚 and cloud top pressure (P-value, 0.0009) from 7100 to
7900 hPa. Regional negative correlations indicate that an increase in Chl-a concentrations from
1.2 to 2.2 mg m3 are correlated (P-value, 0.0013) to decreased cirrus cloud reflectance (MODIS
channel 1.38-𝜇𝑚) from 275 to 200 and ice cloud optical thickness (P-value, 0.0267) (MODIS
channel 0.858-𝜇𝑚) from 2400 to 2000 (Fig. 4.8).
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Table 4.2: Results of the remote sensing correlation analysis between chl and eight optical and
physical cloud variables. Both p- and R-values are documented for each paired correlation for each of
the four regions of interest.

Figure 4.8: Scatter plots of the four statistically correlated paired variables in the larger Chukchi Sea region
of interest. R2 linear regression allowed the calculation of R-value for each correlation.
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5 Conclusion and Implications
This research has provided further evidence for an interconnected Arctic system between
the atmosphere and the ocean which involves the emission of millions of marine INPs into the
atmosphere. INARCO I/II field campaigns have allowed the physical sampling of both marine
and atmospheric environments for direct evidence of a permeable ocean-air interface. Although
results of the investigations are not yet published, it is certain that the results of the analyses of
all Arctic air and sea water samples will undoubtedly improve parameterization and
quantification of marine INPs in this region. INARCO I/II are the start of a multi-annual
investigation that hopes to not only understand where Arctic marine INPs are located but
understand how concentrations change through time. INARCO III is currently scheduled for
October 2019.
The archaea ice nucleating analysis has demonstrated that intact, lysed, active, and
inactive archaea cells are all capable of ice nucleation above homogeneous freezing. These
results are of great implication since no archaea species had ever been tested for immersion
mode freezing capabilities. This is the start of parameterization for the entire archaea domain and
results all indicate some form ice nucleating ability at T≥ −35℃. Results have shown ice
nucleation possible as warm as -9.97 ℃ signifying a very important source of ice nucleation in
air absent from dust or other bioaerosols. This natural forcing is currently inadequately
incorporated into atmospheric models and justifies the need for further archaeal INP research.
Archaea are also relevant climatic forces in paleo-climatic models when Earth was dominated by
only bacteria, archaea, and other prokaryotes. Their ubiquitous presence in Earth’s current
biosphere warrants additional research into archaea ice nucleation abilities. Testing haloarchaea
has presented unique difficulties including the freezing suppression of salt in the samples.
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From the remote sensing analysis only seven correlations were deemed statistically
significant. It is suggested that the lack of correlations, especially in the smaller –sub-regions, is
due to coarse cloud data spatial resolution. Correlation results appear to improve with region
size increase so this type of analysis is recommended for regional scale investigations until cloud
images spatial resolution are improved. Additionally, isolating the effect of marine INPs on the
marine clouds can be enhanced by identifying months or events of increased long-range dust
transport into this area, allowing the exclusion of these months from the dataset and producing
more accurate marine INP representation.
Although this remote sensing analysis does not explain the physical and chemical
processes leading to the statistically correlations, it does identify the long-term links between
surface Chl-a concentrations and certain cloud variable. The four regional correlations explained
in sub-section 4.3 indicate that as Chl-a concentrations increase across the Chukchi Sea, the
marine clouds appear to rise in elevation, become less dense, increase in ice crystal size, and
become less bright. Further research is needed to understand what forces are leading to these
changes, but it is hypothesized these reactions can be explained by the release of latent heat
when a water droplet changes phase into ice. Latent heat could provide enough propulsion for the
cloud to expand further up into the atmosphere and subsequently become less dense. The
increase in ice cloud effective radius would also be justified by this hypothesis since an ice
crystal is many times larger than a water droplet. An increased availability of marine INPs
during the Chukchi summer could be the main force providing the INP necessary to kick start
this phase change in marine clouds.
Interestingly, the summer average Chl-a concentration for the Chukchi Sea did not have a
significant increase in the past 15 years. This is surprising since it was first thought that a large
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increase in air temperature would encourage equally high Chl-a concentrations. Since 2003 the
Chukchi Sea has maintained remarkably high concentrations in surface Chl-a and it is possible
that since the sea has always sustained high concentrations then increased air temperature would
not have such a pronounced effect. The effect of increasing air temperature, on the contrary,
might be very marked in a different region which has not historically been an exceptionally high
phytoplankton producer.
Assimilation of results of this study exemplifies the importance of considering plankton
biomass in future climatic models since changes in biological sea processes are capable of
influencing cloud properties and subsequently the surface radiation budget. This research has
provided some modeling parameterization but further studies are still required to obtain the data
needed for accurate modeling. Together this multi-method approach to an environmental
question has provided support for continued uses of this research format. Although similar to
multi-disciplinary, I believe the term multi-method is better representative of this investigation
since it focused and was developed to identify relevant scientific perspectives that ended up
being naturally multi-disciplinary.
Overall, this thesis research has allowed a better understanding of the Arctic links
between plankton biomass, atmospheric INPs, and their subsequent effect on clouds. Field
research has proven the fact that marine INP sources are dictated and produced by the combined
forces of ocean and atmospheric process. Lab analysis has proven that archaea microorganisms
do in fact have the potential to be biogenic INP sources found in nature. Lastly, remote sensing
analysis provided evidence for Arctic clouds in the Chukchi Sea to be directly affected by the
concentration of surface marine Chl-a concentrations below.

Results call for future

investigations that would allow a detailed quantification for the now recognized links. The
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dynamic Arctic continues to change in ways we haven’t anticipated, and it is our scientific and
human responsibility to gain a good understanding not only for forecasting, but to also limit the
human impact and mitigate our effect to guarantee a sustainable world for future generations.
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